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CP violation in top-quark physics
German Valencia(1)
(1) Department of Physics, Iowa State University, Ames, IA 50011
Summary. — In this talk I discuss how to search for CP violation in top-quark
pair production and decay using T-odd correlations. I discuss two examples which
illustrate many of the relevant features: CP violation in a heavy neutral Higgs boson;
and CP violating anomalous top-quark couplings. I present some numerical results
for the LHC and some for the Tevatron.
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1. – Introduction
CP violation beyond the standard model (SM) has yet to be observed but we suspect
it must be there in order to explain the baryon asymmetry of the universe. This gives
paramount importance to new searches for CP violation in the high energy frontier. One
tool, proposed many years ago, for searches in collider experiments is the use of triple
product correlations [1]. These are simple kinematic correlations of the form ~p1 ·(~p2×~p3).
These correlations are referred to as “naive-T” odd because they reverse sign under
the “naive-T” operation that reverses the direction of momenta and spin without in-
terchanging initial and final states. These correlations do not have to be CP-odd, they
can be induced by CP conserving interactions because the naive-T operation does not
correspond to the time reversal operation. It is well known, however, that CP conserving
T-odd correlations only occur beyond tree level, and for this reason we will refer to them
as being induced by “unitarity phases”. This means that the CP conserving background
is both small and interesting in its own right. The CP nature of a given correlation can
be determined easily as we will show with examples later on. An important point is that
the generic momenta ~pi that enters the correlation can be that of a composite object,
such as a jet.
Triple product correlations appear in the calculation of invariant matrix elements as
contractions of four independent four-vectors with the Levi-Civita tensor. This imme-
diately indicates that unless one is discussing effective theories containing vertices that
couple more than four particles, the correlations will always appear first as spin corre-
lations involving intermediate states. Weak decays of intermediate particles will then
act as spin analyzers yielding triple product correlations that only involve momenta.
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Fig. 1. – Kinematic configuration: the top-quark and W -bosons are treated on-shell and CP
violation due to new physics is allowed in both production and decay processes for top-quarks
only.
From the simple properties of triple product correlations we see that the top-quark pair
production and decay processes in colliders are an ideal laboratory to investigate these
observables [2].
A generic diagram for the processes we consider is shown in Figure 1. The circle
in the production process represents the top-quark pair production including the SM
diagrams and CP violation due to new physics. Similarly the square in the top decay
process represents top decay via the SM and the additional CP violating interactions.
The W decay is assumed to proceed as in the SM and we will consider both the leptonic
and hadronic (jets) cases.
In Fig. 2 we see how the topology of the processes we discuss implies that the T-odd
correlations originate as spin correlations. When CP violation occurs in the production
vertex, the only Lorentz invariant (scalar) T-odd correlation that occurs is one that
involves the momenta and spin of both the top and anti-top. The weak decays then act
as spin analyzers and the top-spin gets replaced by one of the final state momenta in the
final correlation. In the case of CP violation in the decay vertex we see that the induced
spin correlations are not CP eigenstates. A comparison of both decay vertices is required
to separate CP violation from signals induced by unitarity phases.
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Fig. 2. – Kinematic configuration: the T odd correlations originate as spin correlations in the
production and/or decay vertices.
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2. – Sources of CP violation
To illustrate the different possibilities we will consider two simple examples of CP
violation. The first one will be a heavy (non-SM) Higgs boson with simultaneous scalar
and pseudo-scalar couplings to the top-quark. This example will illustrate the possibility
of large intrinsic asymmetries. The second example will be the CP violating anomalous
top-quark couplings. This example will generate more general T-odd correlations, in-
volving momenta from the production and decay processes. It will provide examples of
both CP-odd and CP-even observables. The disadvantage of this case is that the asym-
metries are small by assumption, because the anomalous couplings are necessarily small
(to remain a valid description of the top-quark couplings).
2
.
1. CP violation via neutral Higgs . – A neutral Higgs has a generic coupling to
top-quarks given by L = −mt/vHt¯(A + iBγ5)t, which violates CP if both A and B
are non-zero simultaneously. This kind of coupling occurs in multi-Higgs models where
Weinberg has shown that unitarity requires |AB| ≤ 1/√2 [3]. To reach this upper bound
requires a few conditions on the models: the lightest neutral mass eigenstate must be
dominant and all vevs must have similar sizes. Here we will not concern ourselves with
these details and simply assume that this bound is saturated for our numerical studies
(as is also done in many previous papers [4].)
We will consider the decay chain H → tt¯ → bb¯W+W− assuming for the time being
that the W bosons decay hadronically and are reconstructed as one jet. Under these
conditions there is only one T-odd correlation and it is given by
O1 = ǫ(pt, pt¯, pb, pb¯) HC.M.−−−−→ ∝ ~pt · (~pb × ~pb¯)
CP−−→ −~pt¯ · (−~pb¯ ×−~pb) = −~pt · (~pb × ~pb¯) .(1)
The arrow in the first line shows the form taken by the Lorentz scalar in the Higgs rest
frame: the triple product correlation form is frame specific but arises from a Lorentz
scalar that can be evaluated in any frame. The second line sketches the proof (in the
Higgs rest frame) that this correlation is indeed CP odd. To measure the correlation we
use a counting asymmetry such as
ACP =
Nevents(~pt · (~pb × ~pb¯) > 0)−Nevents(~pt · (~pb × ~pb¯) < 0)
Nevents(~pt · (~pb × ~pb¯) > 0) +Nevents(~pt · (~pb × ~pb¯) < 0)
(2)
or we can directly fit the differential decay distribution to extract terms linear in O1.
The case of Higgs decay is very simple, and a fully analytic result is possible [5]. The
maximum value (when Weinberg’s unitarity bound is saturated) ACP ∼ 7% indicates
that large intrinsic asymmetries are possible.
When we go beyond Higgs decay and consider top pair production at LHC the signal
is diluted by the larger source of top-quark pairs (gluon fusion without a Higgs) without
CP violation. This exercise does show why the CP test worked even though the initial
pp state at LHC is not a CP eigenstate. The LHC simply served as a Higgs factory and
the CP properties were fixed by the final state alone. The argument extends to the case
of top-quark pair production from gluon fusion of qq¯ annihilation, and fails for qq initial
states (that can produce tt¯ pairs plus other particles). The later, however, has been
estimated to be a very small background [6].
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2. Top-quark anomalous couplings . – We now discuss the more general example of
top-quark anomalous couplings. CP violating couplings of this sort are, for example,
the top-quark electric dipole moment (EDM) or color electric dipole moment (CEDM).
These couplings are negligibly small in the SM but can be much larger in general. In
particular, models in which CP violation is induced by the exchange of neutral scalars
have contributions to the EDM (or CEDM) of fermions that scale as m3f , suggesting a
potentially large top-quark CEDM. To consider the CEDM of the top-quark we start
from the effective Lagrangian
(3) Lcedm = −igs d˜
2
t¯ σµνγ5 t G
µν
which modifies the ttg vertex but also introduces a “seagull” ttgg term that is required
by gauge invariance. The contributions of these two vertices to top-quark production
have been written down in a Lorentz invariant form [7]. For example, for the leptonic
decay of both t and t¯ they result in three different T-odd and CP-odd correlations
O1 = ǫ(pt, pt¯, pµ+ , pµ−)
O2 = (t− u) ǫ(pµ+ , pµ− , P, q)
O3 = (t− u)
(
P · pµ+ ǫ(pµ− , pt, pt¯, q) + P · pµ− ǫ(pµ+ , pt, pt¯, q)
)
,(4)
where the sum and difference of parton momenta are denoted by P and q respectively.
These formula can be easily adapted to semileptonic and purely hadronic channels. For
example for W ’s reconstructed as one jet the lepton momentum is replaced by the b-jet;
for hadronic W decay it is replaced by the d-jet momentum, etc [8, 9]. Notice that the
correlations are quadratic in q as they need to be for two indistinguishable initial state
particles. The CP-odd part of the differential cross-section is expressed in terms of these
three correlations as
(5) dσ ∼ C1(s, t, u)O1 + C2(s, t, u)O2 + C3(s, t, u)O3
where the form factors Ci can be found in Ref. [7]. This expression with three independent
CP-odd and T-odd correlations appears to be the most general one, although a formal
proof is not available.
Additional tbW anomalous couplings can introduce CP violation in the decay vertex,
we write it as
ΓµWtb = −
g√
2
V ⋆tb u¯(pb)
[
γµ(f
L
1 PL + f
R
1 PR)− iσµν(pt − pb)ν(fL2 PL + fR2 PR)
]
u(pt).(6)
This vertex can be derived from a dimension five effective Lagrangian as in Ref. [10], but
unlike the case of Eq. 3, the effective Lagrangian does not generate other vertices that
affect this calculation. Numerically we use Vtb ≡ 1, fL1 = 1, fR1 = 0 and fL2 = 0 as in the
SM, and allow for new physics only through the coupling fR2 which is the only one that
can interfere with the SM to produce T -odd correlations in the limit when mb = 0.To
generate T -odd observables the coupling fR2 must have a phase but this phase does not
have to be CP violating. We thus write fR2 = f exp i(φf + δf ) using φf to parametrize a
CP violating phase due to new physics and δf a CP conserving phase arising from real
intermediate states at the loop level.
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The spin and color averaged matrix element squared containing the T -odd correlations
in this case looks like [7]
|M|2T = f sin(φf + δf) ǫ(pt, pb, pℓ+ , Qt) + f sin(φf − δf ) ǫ(pt¯, pb¯, pℓ− , Qt¯).(7)
All the terms in Eq. 7 contain three four-momenta from one of the decay vertices and a
fourth (Q) ‘spin-analyzer’ which is a linear combination of other momenta in the reaction
(its precise form can be found in Ref. [7]). Note that these correlations are not CP-odd
as was the case for CP violation in the production vertex. One needs to compare the top
and anti-top decays to extract either a CP-odd observable or a CP-even one.
3. – Observables
After obtaining the ‘theoretical’ correlations, we must find observable correlations.
We define these ones as those that involve only the following momenta: lepton (pµ±); b-
jet (pb,b¯); beam momentum (q˜ ≡ P1−P2); non-b jet momenta ordered by pT (pj1, pj2 · · · ).
Any other CP blind ordering of the non-b jets will also work. A few of the correlations
discussed in Refs. [8, 9] for different cases are, respectively:
• Dimuon events at LHC: CP-odd correlations
O˜1 = ǫ(pb, pb¯, pµ+ , pµ−) bb¯ CM−−−−→ ∝ ~pb · (~pµ+ × ~pµ−)
O˜2 = q˜ · (pµ+ − pµ−) ǫ(pµ+ , pµ− , pb + pb¯, q˜)(8)
The second from for the first correlation specializes to the bb¯ center of mass frame
where the correlation takes the form of a simple triple product and where the CP
properties are evident. The second correlation provides an example in which it is
not necessary to distinguish the b and b¯ jets; it is also quadratic in q˜ as needed for
identical particles in the initial state. A detailed study of a correlation proportional
to O˜1 for Atlas has been performed by J. Sjo¨lin [11].
• Dimuon events at LHC: CP-even T-odd correlation to study absorptive phases
without the need to distinguish b from b¯:
Oa = q˜ · (pµ+ + pµ−) ǫ(pµ+ , pµ− , pb + pb¯, q˜).(9)
• Muon plus jets events at the Tevatron: CP-odd correlations. Notice some require
distinguishing b from b¯ but some don’t.
O2 = ǫ(P, pb + pb¯, pℓ, pj1) lab−−→ ∝ (~pb + ~pb¯) · (~pℓ × ~pj1)
O3 = Qℓ ǫ(pb, pb¯, pℓ, pj1) bb¯ CM−−−−→ ∝ Qℓ ~pb · (~pℓ × ~pj1)
O7 = q˜ · (pb − pb¯) ǫ(P, q˜, pb, pb¯) lab−−→ ∝ ~pbeam · (~pb − ~pb¯) ~pbeam · (~pb × ~pb¯).(10)
• Multi-jet events at the Tevatron: CP-odd correlations. Jets labelled without and
with a “prime” are associated with the b and b¯ jets respectively. Notice that all one
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Table I. – Sensitivity limits at LHC compared to sample models.
coupling d˜
[
1
mt
]
f˜
[
1
mt
]
Theory estimate < 10−13 SM [6] 0.03 QCD [13]
∼ 10−6 with H± [6] (CP conserving, no phase)
∼ 10−3 SUSY [6]
5σ sensitivity with 10 fb−1 0.05 0.10
needs is to group each b jet with two non-b jets, but it is not necessary to actually
distinguish the b jet from the b¯ jet.
O5 = ǫ(pb, pb¯, pj1, pj1′) bb¯ CM−−−−→ ∝ ~pb · (~pj1 × ~pj1′ )
O6 = ǫ(pb, pb¯, pj1 + pj2, pj1′ + pj2′ ) tt¯ CM−−−−→ ∝ (~pj1 + ~pj2) · (~pb × ~pb¯).(11)
Additional examples can be found in Ref. [8, 9] or can be easily constructed. The
numerical results in these two references also show the relative sensitivity of the many
observables to the CP violating couplings.
4. – Numerics
We used MadGraph [12] to generate all signal and background events both for LHC
and Tevatron processes. The signal is calculated separately (analytically) and ‘hacked’
into the MadGraph code. We performed several checks to satisfy ourselves that this
procedure was working correctly. However, for a detector level simulation it would be
desirable to be able to generate signal events directly from MadGraph and we are working
on this.
An important feature is that there are no background issues for these CP studies
beyond those already present in the selection of top-quark pair events. This is because
all known backgrounds are CP conserving. Residual background after event selection
will dilute the statistical sensitivity of the signals but will not fake them. It is important
to carry out further detector level simulations to identify potential sources of systematic
error. Details of our numerical simulations can be found in the original papers, here we
summarize the best results for LHC and put them in perspective in Table I. An example
of one of the distributions is shown in Figure 3.
The QCD estimate is for the magnitude of f , without any phases. At this level
the coupling cannot produce T-odd correlations but if we assume that there are large
unitarity phases this number is a rough estimate for the level of the CP even T-odd
correlations that appear in the SM. Absorptive phases arise at one-loop in QCD in
processes with an additional gluon, and has been considered in detail in [14].
We encourage the experimental collaborations to carry out these measurements both
at the Tevatron and at the LHC.
∗ ∗ ∗
This talk is based on work done with J. F. Donoghue, Yili Wang, Oleg Antipin, Sudhir
Gupta, Serhan Mete and Sehwook Lee. The original work was supported in part by DOE
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Fig. 3. – Differential cross-section as a function of the T-odd correlation O1. Terms linear in
this correlation generate an asymmetry that signals CP violation.
under contract number DE-FG02-01ER41155. I wish to thank the organizers for a very
stimulating workshop, and in particular Fabio Maltoni who also provided much guidance
with the use of MadGraph.
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